
Public Commentary Guide

At the start of the meeting, the board president should remind patrons of

expectations of conduct that the board will follow along with those in

attendance.

The board president should remind folks that it is the board's meeting held in a

public setting. Public participation in the meeting is allowed but not a right.

Remind folks to be respectful of people presenting and board members as they

discuss/deliberate the issues and topics.  

This specifically means that any comments or actions that are disrespectful of

presenters or disruptive to the board's discussion/deliberations will result in

immediate removal from the meeting.

Law enforcement can be on for all board meetings. 

Procedurally if disruptions and/or disrespectful actions occur, the board president

should immediately recess the meeting until the person(s) can be removed.

Once the person(s) have been removed, the meeting can be called back to order. 

Navigating public commentary is an essential part of your roles as superintendents

and board leaders. As our districts continue to evolve and face difficult and complex

situations, effective strategies for including public commentary while maintaining and

modeling positive communication become crucial. Your association is always here to

provide any training, guidance and assistance to help your districts support and

engage with your community. 

Here are some helpful, quick tips for public commentary:
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Keep in mind once a meeting is called back to action, board members must provide a

way for the meeting to be viewed. This does not have to be in the same format as

the meeting which was previously recessed - it can take place in a separate room with

a streaming link or be viewed from the outside. 

Public commentary is a time for your school community to address concerns or pay

compliments to the school district. Be sure to refrain from replying, debating or

discussing the comments with the patron. 

Remember, this is a meeting that happens in public, not a public hearing

or discussion.



Public Commentary Guide

Consider adopting KASB Policy BCBI, which includes:

Specifications on who may speak at public commentary, time limits,

appointing a spokesperson and when board members can interact with

speakers. 

When patrons may request agenda items and how it is either handled

internally or put on the board meeting agenda. 

The situations in which a superintendent may refer complaints to the board. 

A sample form for patrons to fill out to speak. 

Discuss the time limits that make sense for your board and your patrons. Does a

time limit of overall patron commentary or a time limit per patron make sense

for your constituents? How far in advance do you need notification of patron

commentary? These answers may vary from community to community. 

Decide if streaming your meeting on YouTube or Facebook or recording through

a platform like WebEx or Zoom makes sense for your community. Note that

platforms like YouTube or Facebook enforce rules relating to politics, public

health and other subjects that may be discussed during patron commentary and

will delete your video and/or ban your account from posting on the platform if

their rules may be violated. 

If live-streaming, consider: 

adopting a statement before public commentary noting that the meeting

is being streamed and the platforms have certain rules for subject

matters that do not dissuade the patron from commenting. While the

district does not delete or hide board meeting videos, the streaming

platforms may. 

Begin streaming after public commentary is finished (as long as the

meeting is physically still open to the public). 

How can district leaders give appropriate time to public commentary and encourage

respectful, meaningful and productive commentary? Here are policy and best practice

suggestions to help your district prepare beforehand for appropriate avenues for

public commentary:

The Kansas Association of School Boards is here to help you. Give us a call or send

an email with any questions or in-person support during your board meetings. 


